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On this occasion, I want to extend my heartfelt congratulations to all our new students. 

Congratulations! We would also like to extend our sincere congratulations to all the families 

of students entering today on whose shoulders they stand. 

 

We would really like to welcome all new students and their parents to the campus and 

celebrate their admission to Meiji University along with our faculty members and staff. But 

this is not possible due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, some foreign students who have 

been accepted are still waiting in their home countries for permission to enter Japan because 

of restrictions caused by the pandemic. 

 

Over the last one and a half years, we have had to endure five waves of this epidemic. Many 

have faced financial distress, lost their freedom of action, and suffered from emotional 

isolation. I can easily imagine that many of the students entering today have often been 

caught up in the sense of absurdity in this situation. Why has the novel coronavirus infection 

spread so much? Why couldn't we contain this infection earlier? Why are we losing our 

freedom of action and suffering from emotional isolation? The current COVID-19 pandemic, 

ironically, has brought out the problems inherent in our existing values and systems (social, 

economic and cultural) that we have taken for granted until now. 

 

Now is the time for universities to address such issues head-on that may threaten human 

dignity and human existence. We must develop technologies, systems, wisdom, and ideas for 

solving these issues. That is not an easy task because we have to tackle them exactly at the 

point when these difficult circumstances are crushing us. However, we have also learned how 

to tame the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic: as long as the university community (students, 

faculty, and staff) are united and take responsibility for protecting their own rights and 

freedoms, we will overcome this disease and restore our vibrant campus life. 

 

The founding philosophy of Meiji University is "Rights and Liberty, Independence and Self-

government." Every member of society needs the spiritual strength to exert self-control in 

order to protect their rights and freedoms through their firm resolution. There are a lot of 

international students among the Meiji University entrants today and I would like to express 

my heartfelt respect for those students who have decided to leave their home countries to 

study here in Japan. As far as possible, I would like all new students to join us in this spirit to 

open up a new era. Meiji University faculty members and staff are fully prepared to support 

new students until graduation and beyond. Let us all (students, faculty members, and staff) 

overcome this difficult time together and open up a bright future under the spiritual motto of 

"working with a common purpose". 

  





 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Before I begin my congratulatory address, I would like to extend my sincere condolences to all those who have 

suffered greatly due to the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. I would also like to say how thankful I am to those 

who have made heroic efforts to protect us and support us in our lives during this disaster. I fervently hope that 

the day will soon come when all of you can spend your vibrant college life as soon as possible. Today, I cannot 

congratulate you in person, but on behalf of Meiji University Board of Governors, I would like to say a few words of 

congratulations. 

Once again, congratulations to all of you on your entrance into Meiji University. I would like to wholeheartedly 

welcome all of you who have worked so hard to open a new door into academic life. Although you have been in the 

anxiety and confusion because the circumstances of studying and living have dramatically changed during a 

period of unprecedented difficulty caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, I would also like to extend 

thanks and congratulations to all of your family members who have supported you so far. 

Meiji University was founded in 1881 by three highly motivated young people, in their late 20s. That was a 

turbulent period when the feudal society of the Edo era came to an end and society experienced a huge structural 

change. For Japan, the key priority was modernization, based on the model of Western countries. Tatsuo 

Kishimoto, Kozo Miyagi, and Misao Yashiro, three young scholars who studied law in France, established a new 

school promoting the study of law, which was to contribute to the country’s modernization. This school became 

the Meiji Law School, which evolved into the present Meiji University. Since its founding, we have produced over 

half a million graduates, and we celebrate our 140th anniversary this year. Present students and alumni have 

inherited the passionate spirit of the founders encapsulated in the phrase, “Rights, Liberty, Independence, and 

Self-governance”. Remember the Meiji University Song that embodies this founding spirit. 

As you all know, the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games were held from July to September this year. A total of 

30 students, faculties and alumni from this university participated as athletes and coaches. Jun Mizutani who 

graduated from this university in 2013 grabbed a gold medal for table tennis mixed doubles, and it was the first 

ever table tennis Olympic gold medal for team Japan. Also, Koki Niwa graduated in 2017 clinched bronze medal at 

the men's team table tennis event with Jun Mizutani. Moreover, Masato Morishita graduated in 2020 won gold 

medal in baseball. 

I was very impressed and gained awareness for the future by the supreme level of competition attained by top 

athletes from all over the world, and their single-minded and passionate performance. When watching the games, 

I recalled the words of baron de Coubertin, the French educator who founded the modern Olympic Games. He 

said, “Knowing oneself, limiting oneself, and overcoming oneself; these are the three duties of athletes and the 

most important”. It is said that although the outcome of each sporting event in the games is determined by 

comparing oneself with “others”, that is only one-sided. What athletes really need to face is the competition with 

“themselves”. 

Society will continue to change dramatically and we see this in the challenges to our prejudices and behavioral 

patterns brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic. We also face challenges dealing with “SDGs”, that is the 

international targets aiming at a sustainable world and “Digital Transformation” which is changing business 

practices and our lives for the better by using IT technology. All these changes are happening at an accelerating 

pace. As you head into the New Normal Era, never before experienced, I don’t want you to deplore the present 

situation, nor be happy and sad by turns by comparing yourselves with others. I want all of you to confront 

yourselves, use your own initiative to discover your own “unique thinking materials” and continue to polish your 

“ability to think by yourselves”. This is the essence of Meiji University’s philosophy of “Strengthening the 

“individual””. 

I greatly hope you all have enrolled at Meiji University with the aim of establishing an “individuality” that is 

appropriate for each of you. To achieve that objective, you naturally will need to enhance your academic skills, 

enhance your sensitivity to an extremely complicated society, and cultivate various necessary perspectives. 

In conclusion, I sincerely congratulate you on successfully entering Meiji University and truly hope that you will 

have a fruitful college life here. 

  




